London Based Digital Marketing Agency Fifty Five and Five Announces It Is Expanding to the United States With an Office in Bellevue, Seattle

Fifty Five and Five, a leading digital marketing agency and Microsoft Gold Partner, has announced the opening of its first office outside of London, UK. From the 28th of May they will have a permanent office in the Bellevue district of Seattle, Washington.

LONDON (PRWEB) April 27, 2019 -- Fifty Five and Five has grown dramatically in the five years since it was founded. Every year revenue has seen very strong, doubleigital growth, and headcount has also doubled. For a while now 50% of the company’s revenue has come from the US and Canada. As a result Chris Wright, founder of the company, sees opening in the US as a very natural step:

“We are really proud of our international client base. Putting down permanent roots in the US will help us better serve our current clients, and also help us drive even more growth.” Chris continues, “Given our specialism in the technology and IT sector, and existing clients like Microsoft and Google, Seattle really is the perfect place for us to base ourselves.”

Fifty Five and Five offer the following services:

• Strategy and planning
• Content marketing
• Creative services
• SEO and Paid Media
• Website design and build
• Campaign design and management

About Fifty Five and Five

Founded in 2014, Fifty Five and Five is a full-service digital agency for the modern world. They help technology companies communicate more effectively, reach new audiences and drive leads. They combine a deep understanding of digital marketing techniques with an innate knowledge of the B2B technology and IT channel worlds. Their clients include Microsoft (US, Canada, and UK), Dimension Data/NTT, Google, Nintex, harmon.ie and Hitachi.

Fifty Five and Five are also well known for their industry leading and annual Microsoft Partner Top 50 Marketing report, which is powered by their own digital benchmarking platform – Maya.
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Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.